
Property Magazine



 In mid 2015 Property Market in Durban and surrounds was disrupted by the 
dissolution of a long standing joint venture agreement between the Estate 
Agents in the area and Independent Media owed Sunday Tribune newspaper

 The estate Agents were lured to a national opposition Sunday publication by 
substantially lower rates and a promise to dominate the property advertising 
market through a major advertising campaign

 In order to counter this, Independent Media launched a new lifestyle and 
property supplement titled “HOME”.

 Although initially the opposition supplement attracted all the larger Estate 
Agent’s advertising, within six months an A4 magazine had been launched and 
in the the market was divided by the two tabloid newsprint supplements which 
were carried in competing Sunday publications and an A4 glossy magazine 
distrusted in baskets at Estate Agents offices and shopping malls.

 The rock bottom rates charged resulted in all three running close to or at a loss 
to the publishers while the property Agents benefitted from the low advertising 
costs.

OVERVIEW 



 Estate Agents were not happy that there were three different publications that 

they had to advertise in; they were placing the same advertisements in all 

three publications.

 Independent media concluded an agreement with the magazine publisher to 

launch a single glossy magazine in place of the Sunday Tribune Home tabloid 

supplement and incorporating the existing magazine.

 The new Sunday Tribune “HOME” magazine was launched in the first week of 
July 2016

 The “HOME” magazine is carried in the Sunday Tribune on Sundays and 

distributed in baskets at Estate Agent offices and shopping malls on Fridays.

 The baskets are topped up with returns on Mondays and thus have a shelf life 

of a week.

 Advertisements are grouped by area as well as residential, commercial, letting 

and developments

OVERVIEW (CONTINUED)



HOME TABLOID SUPPLEMENT



SUPPLEMENT EDITORIAL & ADVERTISEMENT CONTENT



Independent “HOME” Magazine celebrates bringing a new exciting high gloss format 
to all our Sunday Tribune readers.

We are excited to travel forward with you into the new year delivering trends, advice, 
insider's secrets to local suburbs and the best possibility of finding your home. Our 
glossy weekly magazine is available to our readers in the Sunday Tribune, and an 
extended property audience in strategically placed baskets across the greater 
Durban area. 

“HOME” is the most comprehensive weekly property publication in KwaZulu-Natal, 
giving your brand dedicated exposure to readers looking to renovate, redecorate, or 
purchase a new dream property.

Within 6months HOME magazine has established itself as the marketing leader in high 
gloss weekly print advertising. And has quickly established itself as the household 
name for property. Our unique layout appeals to both seller and buyers, and allows a 
perfect easy home guide to properties available for sale in each suburb of KZN.

GLOSSY MAGAZINE LAUNCED JULY 2016



GLOSSY MAGAZINE LAUNCHED JULY 2016



MAGAZINE EDITORIAL DPS



MAGAZINE DÉCOR PAGES



MAGAZINE RESIDENTIAL ADVERTISEMENTS



MAGAZINE PROPERTY DEVELOPMENTS



MAGAZINE OTHER ADVERTISING



 Sunday Tribune HOME embraced by the Estate Agents and property 

developers.

 Within a six week period captured over 90% of the Property advertising market 

in the greater Durban area.

 Is now a household name for property advertising in the area and visitors to 

show houses regular arrive with a copy in hand.

 Pages have grown from 80 tabloid newsprint pages to 144 glossy A4 pages 

each week.

 Revenues have increased by over 100% 

 Attracting other advertisers to our audience e.g. Motor dealers

 Interest shown in other three major South African cities for similar publications 

there.

 This print magazine is holding its own against the Property portals and estate 

Agent websites.

 Stabilised circulation of Sunday Tribune carrier

RESULTS OF CAMPAIGN 


